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Si Nahra
Colby , thr ou gh s ome una ckno wledged ag re em ent , among constituencies , seems
to have,developed a peculiar way of handling any controversies that happen to
interrupt the serenity' of M ayflower Hill. The series of events .which form the
heart of this agreement fall, with some variations , into the following scenario.
An issue arises and sides quickly form. Letters are then exchanged containing
various innuendoes , and aspersions seasone d with a resolution or two. Tension
builds for awhile until the two sides , sensing they have done about all that propriety demands , decide almost simultaneously to forget the whole matter. The
issue is then buried in some file until it decides once again to raise its head , now
hoary with age , and disturb the calm and tranquility here. Such has been the
fate of the Student Judiciary controversy, co-ed living, and 120 credit hours ,
as well as other matters; and also, quite significantly the controversy surrounding the Air Force ROTC program here.
Emotions and political rhetoric on campus reached a high water mark in the
wa ke of th e Kent Stat e Mass acre , and many of the issues raised in those hectic
days following Kent focused ultimately on the presence of the military on campus
in the form of AFROTC. Emotionally, events climaxed with the attempted firebombing of the old ROTC office in Lovejoy . As far as campus politics is concerned , how ever , the issue came to a head with the passage by student government of a motion to abolish A FROTC on campus. This motion was forwarded
to the faculty, which defeated it by a narrow margin. Faced with this split betwee
students and faculty, the Conference and Review Board (CRB) was called in to
mediate the dispute and reach a compromise resolution.
At approximately this stage of the whole affair the unacknowledged agreement
described above began to take its effect. Gradually, the controversy which had
engulfed AFROTC began to seem less important. The issue was simply overpowered by the sheer size of the CRB, and interest could not be sustained in
an issue caugh t in such an unwieldy branch of a bureaucratic structure. At any
rate , after considerable shouting (the CRB does not debate, it shouts) the CRB
forwarded the following recommendation to the President and the Board of
Tru stees:
1) all credit be withdrawn from A FROTC courses
2) academic rank be withdrawn from AFROTC personnel , except where
limited by statute
3) AFROTC be made an extracurricular activity if in the future this should
come within statutory limit.
The process was now complete. Controversy had arisen , peaked , subsided ,
and now the A FROT C issue can be found neatly filed away in Eustis.
¦H owever , before its untimely demise , or rather , before total lack of interest sets in it would be worthwhile to follow the course of the CRB' s resolution
up to the present.
At the outset it should be understood that the CRB can only recommend. The
fin al decision is left up to the President and the Board with the CRB acting
only as another input into the decision making process. The fact that the CRB' s
decision was open to question and change makes a memorandum of a conversation between President Stridor and Col. Harris ( head of Colby 's A FROTC unit)
particularly interesting. The conversation is dated March 17, 1971, placing it
well after the CRB' s resolution.
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by Cathy McGerigle
After several months of heated debate and controversy, during most of which
time there has been no draft , the Senate has passed and the President has signed
Selective Service legislation making major changes in the draft system.
The law calls for the phasing out of student deferments , beginning with this
year ' s freshman class, and those students who entered college for the first time
this summer. This means that upperclassmon who now hold a 2-S classification
may continue to be so deferred through their four year college career. Those
eligible for such a deferment during the school year 1970-1971, even if they did
not apply for it , may still claim a 2-S status if they so desire. Regardless of
the new law , most freshman will wot find it necessary to change their immediate
educational plans in anticipation of being drafted. 80% of freshman are eighteen ,
and won 't have their lottery numbers draw n until next August , and thus can 't be
drafted until 1973. The other 20%, those nineteen or older , have their lottery
numbers , but approximately half have numbers high enough to preclude their
call-up during 1972. Of those men remaining, abou t half will be disqualified on
various other grounds , i. e. mental , moral , or physical. Consequently, few
freshmen will find it necessary to worry about the draft until their junior year.
In a news release dated September third , Dr. Curtis W. Tarr , Director of
Selective Service , said that students drafted in the middle of a semester will be
permitted to complete the term; likewise seniors will be permitted to graduate
if called during their last year of school .
When interviewed , Lt. Col. Don G. Harris of the Air Force Reserve Officer
Training Corps on campus offered some information about ROTC and its relnion to the new draft law . He points out that in the past , student deferments
have been issued to Juniors and Seniors in good standing in the program, They
are now authorized to issue deferments to freshmen and sophomores who enroll
in the program , are active in it , and who maintain a certain academic level at
Colby. Although most freshmen do not need to be deferred at this time because
of thoir age, Harris maintains that some may wish to take advantage of the R OTC
program and its accompanying deferment in the next couple of years. He asks
that those who may wish to do so express an Interest in the program sometimes
in the near future , warning of the possible removal of ROTC from Colby because
of insufficient enrollment. He reiterates , however , that expressing an Interest
does not commit an individual. He may drop out of the program at any time before active duty begins in his Junior Year, The fact that , at the present time ,
enrolling in the ROTC program Is the only way for physically eligible students
to avoid the draft , may induce people to join ROTC who ordinarily would not.
This factor may be the only thing that will keep ROTC active on the Colby campu s
In addition to ending student deferments , the new law also calls for a $2 ,4
billion increase In military pay, supposedly effective October first. Most of the
Increase would be directed for low-ranking enlisted men and Junior officers.
Recruit wages , which Nixon , In a statement connected with his signing of the
bill called "unconscionabl y low", will be Increased by approximately 50%, The
President , however , was forced to delay the pay raise until the end of tho wageprice freeze on November thirteenth . Should any legal questions j| *e raised about
this, procedural delays In court should not find them resolved before the end
of the freeze. Designed to attract volunteers, the increase proposes to speed
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"Col. Harris feels that the ' compromise 1 r eached by t he CR B
is not a compromise at all, but a rather disguised statement
of opinion that the A FROTC unit at Colby .should be disbanded.
He would rather prefe r the Trustee Educational Policy Committee
r eco mm end t o the Board no t the ' compromise ' of t he CRB as st a t ed
in its memo of January 7, 1971 , but a clear and unequivocal recom mendation that A FROTC at Colby be terminated in 1972. "

the day when the draft can be replaced by a volunteer army . Politically speaking,
nothing would please the President ' more than to enter the 1972 election reasonably
sure that this is the last draft law , and that a volunteer system will replace it.
Other provisions in "the draft measure include a ceiling on draftees - limits
.
of 130 , 000 men in fiscari972 and 140, 000 in 1973. There is an alternative
service provision for conscientious objector s, as well as an extension of the
procedural rights of draftees , assuring fairer hearings and call-up equality
for all Selective Service registrants.
• '. ,.. . :
The bill contains an end to U. S. involvement in Indochina "at the earliest
¦ • •¦ . . . ' < /,.¦
practible date ".
:
.
Sceptics still question the feasibility of a volunteer army , citing the war ,
drugs , cri me, and lack of respect now permeating the army as deterents to
volun teers. The ending of student deferments , although it places rich and poor ,
educated and non-educated on the same level, is not a popular move/ Nevert heles s, the changes in Selective Service are now law. Some freshmen may be
lucky , and be able to finish their four years of college uninterrupted. Others ,
n ot so luck y, may not.
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House of Rep resentatives
DRAFT BILL CONFERENCE REPORT :
NOT ACCEPTABLE

"

Thi s should not be construed to mean that Col. Harris was fed up wi th Colby
and wanted out , but rather that what he wanted was a clear resolution from the
CRB stating its intent unequivocably. However , this was probably too much
to hope for. The CRB had to reach a compromise between two opposing poles
in the best way it could. Col. Harris does , however , point to a significant
aspect in the whole affair. Nobody was satisfied. AFROTC had not been abolished but its integrity had been impugned sufficently to offe nd its supporters.
The r efo r e , when the matter reached the Board of Trustees the situation.was
one in which no one was happy with the CRB decision but then no one was' r eally
interested. The Board at its April 17, 1971 meeting chose to act cautiously . It
accepted the CRB proposal only adding the words "in the interest of continuing
ROTC at Colby " to the beginning of the resolution. It was hoped that this would
alleviate some of "the negativ e character of the CRB recommendation ".
The intent of the Board 's action is well summarized by President Stridor in
a letter to Paul Perez , co-chairman of the CRB, dated May 7, 1971.
... the intention of the Board of Trustees following the
recommendation of the Board Committee on Educational
Policy, with respect to ROTC , is clearly to do wha t w e ca n
to maintain ROTC at Colby, . if it can be worked out with the
Ai r Force along the lines fecommended by the CRB.
Where the crux of the problem lies then is that Colby does not seem to want
to ask the Air Force to leave. However , as President Strider informs Dr. Perez
"It is also clear that the compromise.suggestions embodied in the recommen- .
dations of;the CRB are unacceptable to the Air Foree as they stand . "
It should be pointed out that at some future date the college may want or
need a ROTC unit (as during the Korean crisis) i-n order to maintain its male
student body. Therefore nobody is too eager to offend the Air Force by asking
them to leave. Just how thin skinned the Air Force is is a matter for speculation , however , it is a real concern for the decision makers at Colby.
One path seems to lie open that is acceptable to all parties concerned. Enrollment in A FROTC at Colby has been on the wane for some time now. Should this
trend continue , as in all likelihood it will , the Air Force would be forced , due
to economic considerations , to phase out their program at Colby.
This then is where matters stand at the present. The Board has ' accepted the
CRB recommendations; they have proven unacceptable to the Air Force; so now ,
everyone is just waiting for somebody else to make a move . As President Strider
put it: "The whole thing is obviously in limbo and ' there is no way to clarif y it
further... " Li mbo, however , suggests some sort of inevitable redemption or
at least resolution. Perhaps a better image to describe the situation is that of
treading water in the middle of the River Styx. Perhaps somebody will resolve
the issue and pull it to one or the other shore , but most probably the matter will
be ignored and simply flounder and drown in the middle of the river.

HON . PETER N. KYROS
Or MAINE
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As I cannot vote to draft men nt v.nacceptably low pay levels , so I also cannot vote to draft men for possible service
in. a military conflict which hns become
iii eanlwrless, or worse, The past weeks
have scon tho defoliation of that last rcznninln g rationale for our continued presence In South Vietnam , whore the people wore to have a "choice in c'.cler:n.inlii pr
their own future," Thatcboico , now being
cuphcnilwxl ns p. "referendum ," in no
broader than the choice available to the
people of tho Communist countries. I was
in South Vietnam- only a month w>,o.
Aside from the liorrifylns spectacle of
hundred ;) of American servicemen
serlounly addicted to Maul narcotic,1!, I
war. shocked to note that in tho .streets
of Salrton itself, American ' soldiers nro
inoi'cn/ilnsly bolni? suhjoctecl to personal
attack and fhul lwr it difficult to walk
freely withou t havlnu someone nrab at
their watch or somo other pcruonal jwsncwion , Now, even movo than a month
ruvo , n date certain for our withdrawal
.of forces from Vietn am in mandatory,

;

1.

1

an extremely low level of caustic chemicals an interestingl y enough , tho empty contai ner can bo dropped
in tho mailbox and returned to tho manufacturer *nt
his own expense for rouse. The Maine Times didn 't
say whether or not the stuff would actually clean your
clothes , but It sooms liko a good idea to buy somo
nnd find out.
-ji
* t * * * * * + •):* + * * + + + f * *

Good news I'o r all you o«o~clotorgont franks. - Tho
Miiino Times reports that a now product , ClourUko ,
mnnufnaUircK l by Kcnnobuiik Gnomical Conlor is now
available In many 'Maine grocery stores. CloiuLnke
contains no phosphates, no NTA (n llrllotrlnooti o nalcl),

'
Westerly Wind
Tho country-grassy meadows , amblin g hillsides ,
arching troos , spring flowers , rushing streams , a
clear blue sky - whoro can ono find such specimens
of beauty nowadays ? We certainl y aren 't in the country
up here. I realized that soon after I arrived hero.
One afternoon ns ] walked into my room nn unknown
odor drifted past mo. When I looked out my window
tho truth was quite evident. The acrid smoll was
'being spawn forth by the two ugly smoko slacks looming off In tho distance. Black filth y soot and putri d
fumes swii'kcd up into nsky ol' groy, overcast smog.
Whoovorthought wo ware In the country '1 At luasl
wo ' ro not in the oily,
by hlbby Piper
¦
I¦
¦+
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by Ed Walczak
Expanding new career opporlunitios exist In tho
fields of Ecology line] Conservation. Moro than
150, 000 environmental health workers will bo needed
by 1980 , about- double the number of trained workers
expected to bo available. Tens of thousands will bo
required in fields ranging from micro-biology to
biomedical engineering, ' wate r quality manage in en I
to computer science , marine biology to toxicology,
Even beyond thoso trad itional spociallos , several
relativel y new fields will require a good deal of
manpower.
Environment al psychology: a sparsely populated
field , concerns itsel f with tho crisis in human dignity in tho face of environm ental degrad ation.
Environme ntal design ! planning and building or
rebuilding structures , neighborhoods and towns covering 'specialtie s from city planning to landscape
architecture,
Envi ronmenta l geology ; investigation of Immediate
and long-term environmenta l noocls : sedimentation In
It is estimated that by 1980 , about 1, 200 , 000 workers
will bo needed in environmental careers , approxi.
mately twice tho number for 1970.

FRIEDR ICH
by

Martha Bernard and Libby Corydon

Carl J. Friedrich , a political scientist of international fame, is here at Colby as a visiting professor
in the government department. Dr.; Fr ied r ich hold s
many titles and positions of importance. Before recounting his personal opinions "are interpretations ,
it seems only proper to give an introduction by way
of some of the professor 's degrees and honors. .
Friedrich, who has written extensively in the fields
of political science, philosophy , history and law,
has taught at Harvard since 1926. He became Professor of Government in 1936, and Eaton Profes sor
of the Science of Government in 1955. Born on June 5
1901 in Leipzig, Saxony, Germany, he received his
Ph.D. from the University of Heidelberg. In addition
he has received honorary doctorates from eight
universities, including Colby. He has served as an
advisor in various governmental situations, including
Germany (1946-49), Puerto Rico (1951 and later) and
on the European Constituen t Assembly (1952 -53).
He has presided over and been a member of numerous
academies and professional associations, and in
1967 received an honorary title from the President
of the Federal Republic of Germany.
During his fifty years at Harvard some of his more
notable students have been Jack and Ted Kennedy ,
and our own Al Mavrinac . He speaks fondly of
$ie Kennedy brothers. Of Jack, he commented , "He
was a nice student , not a terribly good one, but there

Juniors
Abroad
by George Roundy
Three questions confronted me when , during my
sophomore year at Colby, I considered planning to
go abroad Junior Year. They were , (1) can I meet
the academic and financial requirements for getting
away in the first place? (2) will a foreign university
(in my case, British) have a place for me? and (3)
will I return after a year abroad feeling that the experience was worth the trouble I'll have had makingit possible ? In each case , the answer was an emphatic '
"yes ".
How difficult preparation might be in arranging a
plan for foreign study depends to a large extent upon
whether the individual student wishes to join a program or whether he would prefe r to strike out alone.
Of tho fifty or so students from Colby presently studying abroad , roughly thirty are part of a Colby-arranged
contingent in Caon , France. AsT understa nd the program , which is arranged under direction of M. Fllosof
of tho French Department , preparations are rather
easier , the financial burden rather heavier , than in
the independent program with which I was associated.
Apparently, a student is expected to have completed
certain French ooursos with demonstrable success.
This requirement out of the way, Colby arranges the
particulars of the year ' s study at the same cos t as
is charged for a year here.
Tho prepaiations with which I was faced were intricate and occasionally quite annoying, mainly because
I had to begin thorn in the Fall of my sophomore year ,
when the trip was so far off that I couldn 't get excited
about it. First of all , like al,' JYA candidates , I
was required to fill out an application form for permission to study abroad . The Foreign Studies Committee, whose Chairman and Suppller-of-ApplicationForms is M. Kellonbergor , receives such information
as academic sucoess ,' reason for foreign study, and
parental concurrence , in some cases , from this form.
If the committee decides in the student' s favor , it
then helps him as much as It can to plan his trip. I
found thorn very cooperative, I was told that a 3.0
G. P,A , in I-M major is nppreciate'd, but I discovered
a certain .a aide In that area , depending upon tho

tunities provide with the more crowded , "factory "
atmosphere at Harvard.
.«.

was a certain radiance about him. " On the other
hand , Ted was "quieter and hot so noticeable. '*¦He
also .added that he still thinks highly of Ted, inspite
of what he termed "very poor judgement ". Aft er the ,
incident at Chappaquidick Bridge in July of 1969.
Friedrich predicted that Ted Kennedy would stand
a good chancre" of winning the 1976 presidential nomination in 1972. He reasons that a President who is
"half-way successful" during his term has traditionally been re-elected ,, and that Ted's reputation in
in the mid-west is still relatively poor.
.
. About Mavrinac , Friedrich expressed both his
fondness and respect. Professor Mavrinac was in
several of Dr. Friedrich's undergraduate as well as
graduate courses. He also assisted Friedrich in
teaching a graduate; course at Harvard.
During his last.twelve years at Harvard, Dr. Friedrich commuted to Heidelberg where he taught at the
university. However, as Friedrich expressed it , "the
whole thing 's gone sour, " and consequently he is restricting his teachings at the present , to tlie U.S.
He strongly prefers the American system to the
European one, which he holds responsible for much
of the student unrest over there. There is great political awareness, due in part to the proximity and
impending threat of .the U. S. S. R., yet many of the
student protests revolve around local issues such
as the overcrowding in the universities, and the old
(and seemingly outdated) university system run by the
the professors . One of the frequently heard cries in
student rallies is, "University fo r the stud en ts , not
professors!" Communist and Maoist influences in
France and Germany, respectively, add stimulation
to student prote sts.
Professor Friedrich found his subject difficult to
teach in Germany because politics is , by nature ,
controversial. The presence of hostile students , apt
at any moment to fling both rotten vegetables and
insults compounded the problem. He sees American
students as less concerned with European issues, but
very much involved with domestic issues such as
Viet Nam (which, he f eels , is one of the underlying
currents in student unrest in the,United States).
At the time of the interview, Professor Friedrich
indicated that he had been here too short a time to
form, any conclusive impressions . But he did say
that a small campus like Colby 's provides a much
greater chance of knowing the individual students ,
especially those outside of his department. He is
very appreciative of the contrast which these oppor-

A man of international acclaim in the field of
philosophy and the author of many articles and books
including, "Logic as a Human Instrument" (with
Henry B. Veatch) and "The Story -of Western Philosophy ", Francis E. Parker 's interest in the subject
was first prompted by a sophomore introductory cou
course at Evansville College. He was the only philosophy major in his graduating class and his studies
tended toward*a combination of psychology and philosophy. In his enthusiasm, he told us that he was
"amazed ! that they would actually pay you for this
kind of stuff" .
Born in Kuala Lumpur , Malasia; into an American
missionary family, Parker went to public schools
in Indiana where his father was a minister in various
towns and professor of religion at Evansville College.
He was awarded an A.B. degree in 1941 by Evansville,
now a university. He received an M. A. from Indiana
University with a thesis in philosophical psychology,
and a Ph. D. from Harvard where his thesis was
de voted t o "Iden tity of Percept and Object in Recent
American Realism ".
Professor Parker taught at the University of
Pennsylvania, Swa r th mor e College , and from 195466 , a t Haverford College whe r e he was depa r t m ent
chair man. Prior to coming to Colby, he was at the
Lafayette campus of the university, ihe philosophy
faculty grew from 12 to 17; the number of graduate
students from 4 to 31; and the number of undergraduate majors tr ipled.
While on sabba tical leave in 1962-63 he was a
Fellow of the American Council of Learned Societies
and a Fulbright Research Professor at the University
of Athfens , which he descri ed as a "madhouse with
either a student or faculty strike occurring ".He spent
half a year in Rome on sabbatical in 1970 and has
traveled in Egypt, Jordan , Syria, Lebanon, and in
Israel where he served as a Fulbrigh t Lecturer at
the Hebrew University. He wus very impressed with
the hospitality shown there and by the tour of the
country arranged by the students for himself and
his family .
Professor Parker sf-id that he is very pleased to
be at Colby. He finds the campus beautiful , and the
students "bright and pleasant, conscientious and
interesting ".

student.
The next step was to seek information concerning
acceptance by a foreign school. For French universities , M. Filosof is the adviser; for. other non-English
-speaking universities , M. Kellenberger handles the
job. Because I wished to attend a university in the
British Isles , I was advised by Miss Cur ran in the
English Department. She gave me a list of schools
which consider Colby applicants , plus information
concerning American Schools which run programs for
study in the British Isles. Fairleigh Dickinson University , for instance, operates a small college in Wroxton ,
England , roughly twenty miles north of Oxford. Four
Colby students spent single semesters there last year.
My program , however, was entirely independent.
The Foreign Studies Committee accepted me , and
sent me to see M' ss Curran. She was very helpful ,
giving me insights about the various schools where I
might be admitted. After a bit of study, I sent away
for application forms. Although each school requests
various sources of information , in general they all
require a transcript and personal recommendations.
These sent in to several schools , I just aat and waited.
Sometime in late Spring, I heard from Manchester
College in Oxford , England , that I was welcome to
attend. It was at this Point that J. Y. A. became an
immediate source of excitement. The remarkably
light financial commitment excited me even more ,
$1300 Room , Board , And Tuition , for the entire
year. I had found , as many candidates had found before and have found since , that arranging a year
abroad is easier than it first appears.
The summer before I left , more preparations were
necessary. The charter fligh t organization I joined
made going over and coming back a fairly inexpensive
proposition , approximately $200. 00. I shipped some
of my personal effects by surface mail at a negligibl e
cost. I notified tho Foreign Studies Committee about
my approximate place of residence for the year.
Beyond these things , I had nothing to do but bite my
nails.
On Sept. 24, my flight left J. F. K. in New York
for London, hi tho following nine months , I learned
more about the world and myself than in any comparable period of my life, Corny, but true. Tho
system at Manchester College is a very free ono ,
requiring a good deal of reading, but only one paper
and one class hour per week with a tutor. The teaching is done in vorv small groups , if not ono to ono,
and Is usually characterized by intensive discussion
about the student's slant on the work he chooses to
do, University lectures are suggosted'Tbii t not required , with the result that ia a week a student has

six days of freedom to learn by osmosis and one day
to learn by discussion. I found this educational experience to be extremel y enjoyable and successful.
It gave me, in addition , perspective with regard to the
American system , which admittedly took quite a beating in pub-side comparison.
Manchester College is run on the tri-mester program ,
wi th one month vacations at Christmas and Easter .
The four Colby students who attended Manchester
found these month s the most exciting of the year , for
obvious reasons. We all had the chance to travel
through the British Isles and on the continent. I
personally had the chance to see ten countries ( none ,
" of course , to my satisfaction) in the two months ,
getting to know tlie peopl e of various cultures in the
context of those cultures. A man , I found , is much
more honest about himself at home. The opportunity
was invaluable. Traveling alone , with a backpack and
a thumb as my portable life-style, I had an excellent
chance to discover other people and myself in depth .
Traveling .alone in a foreign country is a great character builder, teaching such invaluable skills as
crisis-facing and improvisation. A companion might
have insulated me from this. At any rate, whether
accompanied or not , the student traveler in Europe
receives impressions which are by far more deeply
appreciated and ingrained than those he would have
gotten had he stayed stateside , knitting.
I spent nine months overseas , and came back in
Lite June. The problem of readjustment , which I had
assumed would be a fairly sticky one, was negligible
I looked tlie wrong way crossing the street and called
the bathroom the "loo " for the first few days , but
beyond that I fit righ t back in. My friends were all
still hero , even if they had perhaps gotten married
to a member of tho opposite sex or Uncle Sam. I
wasn 't tho same person who was expected back ,
but I was welcomed.
For you who havo read this far , the third of my
opening questions might still be insufficiently answered
Is J. Y. A , worth doing, and if so, why ? It is, most
definitely wor th tho troubl e in my estimation. Beyond
the fact that it breaks up what can bo a ,very tedious
four straigh t years at Colby, " it helps 'you grow up.
It can give you a real perspective on tho way you
live your life , which I assume is a big fa ctor in "getting it all together. " It can be a lonely , frustrating,
discouraging, frightening, and maddening experience
at times, but that' s all part of the game. And on the
other hand , it can be a thrill a minute, just a really ''
good time, With the intensive education of experience
as a bo nus , that moans you ' re having yourj eako and
eating it too. Why not go abroad ?

Francis E. Parker

Ah, the poor uninformed Colby student ! Unbeknownst
to most of you poor devils, the Offic e of Special Programs (OSP) which lives high in the .Eustis building,
is about to pull the wool over your eyes. According
to Mr. Walker, who is Director of OSP, you have
just one week to meet the deadline, if you are an
underclassman and want to do an independent Jan plan, or if you are an upperclassman and want to do
a Jan plan outside your major. By October 15, nex t
Friday, your faculty sponsor should submit your
c ompleted Jan Plan Stat ement Form , with his written endorsemen t , to the Committee on Special Programs. There it will be reviewed, and accepted or
rejected. Also, the deadline for finding a faculty
sponsor WAS today, October 8.
Does this mean that if you don 't have a facultysponsor for your non-major Jan plan you are out of
luck? Wl
el, perhaps Eustis will graciously extend
the deadline. Does this mean that your faculty sponsor can be second-guessed by the Committee ? Apparently so. ..
Last spring the faculty voted to empower the Committee on Special Programs to "review, and approve "
al upper
all underclass independent Jan plans , and l
class Jan plans outside the student 's major. The
Echo responded last spring ( and it bears repeating
now) that this proposal would effectively block the
experimental and innovative nature ' of the January
program. The very fact that it sets up so much
bureaucracy and red tape ( and a deadline that nobody
knows about) is reactionary . In addition to this, the
machinery effectively challenges an individual faculty
member 's ability to evaluate and approve a student' s
Jan plan. According to members of the Committee
on Special Programs, this was not .the intent of the
new system, but nevertheless, repression of individual initiative will be its effect.
For many of us , the Jan plan has been the most
interesting, rewarding, and useful aspect of our
Colby careers. It gave the individual student , with
the advice of a faculty member, the freedom to
structure, and follow, a course of independent study.
Now, we have yet another committee, setting up
guidelines and timetables , demanding bibliographies,
evaluating, approving, and rejecting.
The new system thus reduces chances for students
and faculty members to participate in innovative and
experimental Jan plans. And even if diversity might
otherwise have a chance under the new system, the
October 15 deadline places an unreasonable burden
on both faculty and students alike. Thus headaches .
and paperwork seem destined to be the main result
of the emerging system. We encourage the OSP to
reconsider the absurd deadline. And we further
hope that the faculty will add its voice and encourage
the OSP to maintain flexibility and tolerance of
diversity in its functioning.

Although it may seem early in the year, the task
of choosing this year ' s commencement speaker is
already underway . In the past, the speaker has been
chosen almost solely by President Strider , with
very little assistance from the members of the
graduating class. This year, apparently due to difficulty in obtaining a suitable speaker , President
Strider has asked the Senior class officers to advise
him. We think that this is a good idea, and long
overdue, and we hope that this action will set-a precedent for the future.
Except for a few cocktail parties , the graduation
ceremony is really the onl y function in which a class
at Colby participates as such. If "ceremony " is to
have any meaning at all , the members of the class
should participate in the planning of the graduation
to as great an extent as possible.
Towards this end , we here make our first annual
nominations for commencement speaker. Novelist
and playwrigh t Kurt Vonnegut Jr. 's works aro almost
universally read and admired by students . His works
such as Oat' s Cradle and Slaughterhouse-Five,
speak simply but strongly of man caugh t in a world
in which millions are killed for no reason , in which
human dignity is almost nonexistent , but in which ,
having no alternati ve, wo must exist, Another speaker
might bo Allard Lowonstoin , who , more than any
other individual , is responsible for the emergenc e
of the "new politics " in the United States.

THE CUSTOMERS ARE SATISFIE D AS COLBY UPSETS TUFTS 21-0

Letters :
Dear Editors,
Concerning the problem of housing transfer
students (or any other over-crowded students),
how much room is available in Pres. Stridor's
house? If there is any building on campus that
is clearly below capacity, the President's house
would seem to be it.
Jim Merrick

( f^nfr 1
11

Office: Roberts Union,call 873-1131 ext. 240
Box 1014,Colby College ,Waterville,Maine

Dear Sirs,
I wish to comment on the paragraph attributable to Anne O'Hanian which appeared in
the "Committees" report in last week's Echo.
The suggestion that student government ("elect
ed officers" no less") editorships of the Echo
and similar positions might carry credits is to
my mind totally ridiculous.
Maybe Miss O'Hanian has a vested interest
in such a proposal! I realize the responsibility ,
eff ort , time, etc. that is sp ent by students
active in campus affairs. However non-academic
affairs are not academic study and I think that
a very sharp line needs to remain between the
two.
The suggestion lent by Miss O'Hanian gives
even more credence to the concept of Camp
Colby.
Thank you very much.
Yours sincerely,
Susan Yovic

Our cover this week is a brass rubbing made by George
Roundy while completing his Junior year in England. His
article on Junior Year studies abroad appears on page 3.

Found in 1877. Published weekly except during
vacations and examination periods by the students
of Colby College,and printed by the J.S. McCarthy
Co., Augusta, Maine, Represented nationally by
the National Educational Advertising Service,New
York , N.Y. Subscription rates: $6.00 ,
Entered as second class matter at the Post Office ,
Waterville , Maine, Acceptance by mailing at special
rate of postage provided for in section 1103, act
of October 3,1917. Authorized December 24,1918,
All opinions in this newspaper not otherwise
identified are those of the COLBY ECHO. The
Echo assumes no responsibility for unsolicited
manuscripts or photographs, All letters to the
editor must be signed, but the name will be
withheld from publication at the author's request .
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WAR TAX
RES ISTANCE
:

Opinion:
by Reginald Blaxton
[This article was originally intended as a letter to the editor, but we felt it
demanded more prominence , and is being used with permission as an opinion
response to Black and White - The Editors - ]
I never cease to be amazed at the amount of rhetoric that flows from the
white community concerning the problem of race illations. After reading a
piece entitled "Blac k and White " in the Echo of October 1, I remain convinced
that all the well intentioned rhetoric of this ilk is socially useless.
Specifically , I resent the implication that I am at Colby College to play social
evangelist to white students. Contrary to the sense of the article, thereis prob abl y not one white student at Colby who doesn 't realize that black people are
human beings . Whether white students at Colby choose to treat blacks as human
beings is another matter and therein lies the problem of white racism. White
racism is dis tinc tly a white problem; it is unfair to place the onus of responsibility of waking up white students to their own racism upon the shoulders of
black folk. Further, white people sensitize themselves to the problem of racism
, as well as every other problem of contemporary society . No black person can
"go and sensitize him ". If that proposition \yere true , black people, who ' re
352 years in this country, would have sensitized all of white America , man ,
woman, and child , long ago. I don't have an intention in the world of giving
white students lessons in the problems of racism during my lunch hour. Neither
will I pick a white roommate to demonstrate to future generations of Colby
students, black or white, that Integrated room arrangements work, This is
not to say that I won 't discuss racism at lunch or that I won 't have a white
roommate; but not for the reasons Mr. Rouhana suggests.
Further, I am not "here because I /you think this is a road for me/you to
the security and plenty of your/our white society ". The late black scholar ,
W. E. B. DtiBois , wrote in 1903:
The function of the university is ret simply to
teach bread-winning,... or to be a center of
polite society ; it is, above all, to be tho organ of the fine adjustment between real life
and the growing adjustment which forms the
secret of civilization.
I affirm that explanation as the best reason for any student to be in college.
Mr. Rouhana seems to think that blacks should wait patiently for white
people to change their own racist attitudes before attempting to change racist
institutions. I must respond that before 1965, most black people did wait
patiently for whites to change their attitudes. Unfortunately, the great majority of whites refused to face thoir own racism until such time as white institutions-were threatened with destruction. Urban areas in this country burned for
just that reason. The same case can bo made for tho takeover of buildings at
the country 's educational institutions and the takeover of pulpits in the country ' s
churches and synagogues. I suggest that it is the responsibility of socially
aware whites to change tho attitudes of their white neighbors; black people
will continue to address themselves to racist institutions.
It is not enough that white students begin to patronise blacks. There aro
certainly not enough blacks , all of whom are more than conscious of overt
and covert racism , to bring tho good news of brotherhood to their white
brethren at Colby . There is not one white person at Colby who has nos heard
tho word racism. If whites are seriously concerned about preparing themselvud
lo live in a racist nation , they mus t first deal honestly with their own racism.
Token gestures like going out of one ' s way to meet, sit next to, or oat lunch with
n black are simply insufficient,

¦
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by Pam Brownstein

Bicycling 1200 miles through New England and Eastern New York in a month
and a half is a long distance to travel especially if only three people come to
hear what you say as happened at Colby when members of . the Bicycle Caravan
of the War Tax Resistance came to speak here last week. The group is bicycling
in resistance to U.S. war expenditures Vietna m and Pakistan. The bicycle
trip was chosen as a means of expressing their beliefs because they feel they
can more easily deal with people at the community level in this way. Public
meetings along the route are planned for the development of local alternative
funds and discussion of the value of WTR in clogging the war machine that will
"eat up 80% of this year ' s spendable federal budget. " The cara v an hopes there
will be an increase in Maine residents "refusing to co-operate with the govern ment and its collection arm - IRS". Last year 15, 000 U. S. ci tizens refused to
pay the telephone excise tax.
The group advocates seven mthods of resisting taxes , six of which are illegal
the seventh being earning a non-taxable income. Among the alternatives they
promote are: claiming more dependents than you actually have; not filing on
April 15, and in particular not paying the 10% excise telephone tax which was
first introduced during World War II. After the war ended the tax was reduced
to 3%. In 1966 Wilbur Mills asked that it be increased to 10% to finance the
cost of the war in Vietnam. One of the caravan members pointed out that 64 1/2%
of the tax dollar goes toward military expenditures and he added that he would
ven'ure to say that 50d of that i'.self goes toward the war in Vietnam.
The vital feature of WTR is that it proposes that the money you would have
paid for the telephone tax be donated to the "Alternate Life Fund" which pools
the money not paid and uses it to finance programs of more help to social
needs such as drug rehabilitation , and welfare programs. The money would
also be rechannelled to such areas of education as new equipment and better
training for teachers. The million dollars that the Federal government spends
each day on the military certainly can be used elsewhere. WTR people are
asking for a re-ordering of our priorities with more emphasis on domestic
aid.
Besides the eight people and a one-year old baby on the caravan itself , approximately 100 people have been involved in the preparation of this trip, responsible for advance work and communication. According to one member ,
AFS, Quakers and such notables as Pete Seeger and Dave Dellinger are involved. The caravan is also sponsored by Catholic and Episcopal Peace Fellow
ships, Vietnam Veterans Against the War , The War Reslsters League and the
N. E. Committee for Non-Violent Action.
The background of the bicyclist . is diverse About half are college graduates.
The median age is about 20. One of the cyclists had joined the Marine Corps
with the idea of resisting from within and was actively involved in underground
papers while he served. After he was wounded in Vietnam , he returned to
school and then worked in Minneapolis in GI counseling and the peace movement for seven years. Another member had served time in prison for refusing
to be inducted. A third member is on an independent study program from a
community college in the Adirondacks.
The carava n began a week ago, September 27 , at the University of Maine
at Orono where they encountered what thoy termed as an "extreme apathetic
condition ". They then journe yed southward , stopping in Bangor , Detroit and
Waterville where they again encountered an apathetic showing especially here .
at Colby where only three students were present. But what the group may term
as apathy, may actually be simple disinterest due to the fact that most college
students don 't pay taxes and therefore are not affected by it, Even thou gh the
group maintains that one day these students will be paying taxes and should be
exposed to the situation now , it seems that the group would have more to gain
if th ey focused their attentions primarily on tax paying citizens, ?f. /
After traveling through Main , New Hampshire and Vermont they plan to visit
Albany , Pittsfield , Western Connecticut , Poughkoepsie , New York ,City , Hartford , New London, Providence , ,nnd Boston. The caravan will wind up in Andover , Mass., on November 24 , Life Giving Day , at a rally at the IRS Regional
Headquarters there in co-ordination with the national War Tax Resistance Move
ment.
When thoir trip terminates on November 24 , tho group will return to its
communal farm in Volunstown ,. Connecticut working for the peace movement
and especially tho New England Committee for Non-Violent Action. There is
also much to be done with the national WTR movement in preparation Mr the
hopefully massive April 15 R resistance , co-ordinating tho work of many WTR
<„
centers through out tho nation.

by Ward Briggs
The American Civil Liberties Union, according
to ACLU literature, is "the nation 's only pernianent
nonpartisan organization devoted exclusively to the
defense of the Bill of Rights for everyone " and "to
furthering the democratic way of life through the
preservation of civil liberties ". The A CLU , although
its ranks are growing steadily, has a relatively small
membership and fund. The lawyers to a great extent
volunteer their services to clients whose civil liberties
have been violated.
The national ACLU and its state affiliates are involved in three major areas: 1) the courts-defending
those whose civil liberties have been violated , 2)the
legislature (U. S. Congress and state legislatures) -,
opposing and supporting those laws involving constitutional rights , and 3) the community and public forum-

David Bridgman
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educating citizens and public officials in regards to
civil liberties. The variety and number of court
cases;which the ACLU and its affiliates have handled
in these areas , either directly as defense lawyers
or indirectly in an advisory role, has been extensive
since the founding of the ACLU by Roger Baldwin
and others in 1920.
Cases since the ACLU founding have been concerned with conscientious objectors , freedoms to
speak and distribute literature , rights of aliens , discrimination in hiring and voting, labor ' s right to
organize and strike, "McCarthyistic " practices ,
cases involving prayers and bible readings in public
schools, cases involved with "sit-ins " and "freedom
rides ", abuses by the House Unamerican Activities
Committee, protection against illegal searches and
surveillance, free speech and press rights for
servicement and high school students , academic
group may be involved in the large movement of
goods from Colby. The Deans, in conjunction with
Buildings and Grounds are keeping accurate records
as to items lost and stolen. The Waterville Police
have also been notified in an attempt to recover the
unusually high number of bicycles, televisions, and
clothes missing. The following list, which would be
longer if all- theft s were reported, shows thefts which
occured in the first week and a half of school:

As many students realize , and particularly those
of you who are the victims, there has been quite a
bit of stealing on campus. Since the beginning of
last summer the amount of goods stolen both from.
Colby and Waterville has increased tremendously.
Neither community can ever remember having been
taken advantage of quite as much in the past.
Because of the concern of school officials over
students ' losses and Colby 's lo sses , the problem was
discussed at a deans meeting and at the September 24
meeting of the Rights and Rules Committee. At the
Rights and Rules Committee meeting, a suggestion
to combat the "rash of thefts" was submitted. All
outside doors of all dorms would be locked 7:00 P. M.
to 7:00 A. M. Students would be issued keys for the
minimal expense of $1.00 from their Head Resident.
It was also suggested that a memo recommending this
action be sent to President Strider as soon as possible
This line of action, however, was only suggested and
has been by no means decided upon. It would be very
inconvenient if dorms were locked at night , and the
chances of an undesirable person gaining possession
of a key would be great with so many keys available.
Dean Downing and Dean Smith are also concerned
over the matter. In an interview with two members
of the Echo staff , the deans expressed the feeling
that the thefts are not of a petty nature such a wallet
stealing or Colby furniture being moved into dorm
rooms . Rather, their feeling was than an off campus

lamp shade from lounge
9/ 13
equipment from bicycle
9/22
bicycle
9/22
bicycle
9/20
rug from lounge
9/18
bookcase from trunk room
9/17
9/15
table, 2 blankets
9/18
color T. V. (lounge)
9/20
plaid coat (from unlocked room)
wallet with money & license (unlocked
room) 9/22
liere are a couple of hints if you do "lose " something. Report your loss immediately to your Head
Resident or to the Deans and Building and Grounds .
Even the Waterville Police should be notified. Then
try to collect on your parents ' homeowner 's policy.
Colby has no liability so that is the only way you
might be reimbursed. But remember, the insurance
company will only be able to make payment if a record of the theft is at Buildings and Grounds. Don 't
underestimate the value of reporting any thefts. Last
year the Waterville Police amazingly found most of

by Gary Curtis
Last Thursday night, visiting professor Vishwaneth
S. Naravane delivered a lecture entitled India - Life
and Landscape to an audience consisting primarily
of Philosophy majors. Most of the lecture was to be
a running commentary on some slides Professor
Naravane had taken , so the introductory remarks
were brief and to the point; my impression was that
they were aimed both a clearing up some common
western misconceptions about India, and giving the
audience some basic themes to look for underlying
the slides that they were about to see.
Two of these remarks struck me as particularly
significant. Professor Naravane stated that the
notion that India has tended to be unchanged up until
very recent times is an oversimplification. He urged
us instead to regard India as a river that flows from
the high Himalayas to the sea, in the meantime being
joined by innumerable tributaries. The tributaries
introduce different water into the river , and thus
change it; but at the same time the water that began
at the very spring which gives rise to the river is
also still a part of the river. Thus India changes
over time, but the changes do not mean the. drying
up of old traditions ; the change is more a broadening
process.

Naravane then analyzed the problems relating to
the Indian idea of Maya . He felt that many westerners view this concept , which maintains that the
material world is an illusion, as a negative philosophy that demands withdrawal from the very real
problems of human suffering that India faces today.
Again Professor Naravane took exception with the
western point of view, stating that in actuality what
most proponents of the doctrine of Maya believe is
that the material and its problems are real; they
simply are not as real as the Absolute Reality
posited by classical Indian thought. To many Indian
scholars, we are placed in a world that has little
reality when compared to that of God. Yet as long
as we are placed in that world, we must act in it,
and not try to insulate ourselves from its problems .
After presenting these two ideas, both of which
helped to clarify my sense of the basic Intellectual
mood of modern India, Professor Naravane showed
us his slides. They were in five groups , which
could be titled as follows : The Himalayas, the
Countryside , The Riverside, India ' s Diversity
of Human Types , and Glimpses of Art and Architecture. Of these five groups , the most fascinating
were the last two, despite the fac t that the projectionist seemed to be doing his best to keep everything out

by Deborah Christensen
This week's meeting marked the end of another
session, for student government. As of this printing,
newlyeiectechstu-G members are no doubt patting t
themselves on the back and feeling rather smug over
their victories ,, while the "also rans " are shrugging
their shoulders and saying, 'It would have taken up
too much of my time anyway. "
To the losers , please, no sour grapes. We love
you for trying, and we can use your support. To the
winners I say congratulations and wipe those silly
grins off your faces. If you 're looking for prestige,
you 'll find out soon enough there isn 't much, if ar,y
at all. To most students on the campus, spa breaks •
and football games command more attention than budget
allocations and committee elections. They 're also a
lot more fun. For tho next month or so, Stu-G meetings
are going to seem interminable, and you may begin
to wonder why you ever bothered to run. I would like
to tell you that Stu-G is a vital force at Colby , a group
that gets things done,.. but I can 't. You newly elected
members are Stu-G, and it will only be an ' effective
moving forc e on campus If you make it so.

Stu-G may not be fun , but it can be worthwhile.
Don 't, let the necessary red tape of the next few meetings get you down. You still have the better part of the
the year in which to make Stu-G a respected voice
in campus affairs. Don't let that voice bel 't just a
hollow echo (no pun intended and sorry about the
grandiloquence - Lgotcarried away).
Three main items of interest were brought up
this week. Robert Harden, chairman of the student
affairs committee, plans to reconvene his committee
in order to take ac tion on the co-ed living proposal
submitted last year. Don't start picking your roommates yet, but let's hope for the best.
The question of the discretionary use of funds by
student government officers was raised by Pres.
Charlie Hogan, and Chris Pinkham, member of the
appropriations committee, was on hand to state his
committee 's stand on the matter. According to Pinkham, the president or any officer cannot make use
of any student government money without student
government approval. An allocation for discretionary
use by Stu-G officers must be submitted as a request
to the appropriations committee for approval , the
same procedure for any allocation request.
Frequently, Stu-G officers invito Pres. Strider

marijuana laws '..... . . .
fr eedom, .severity of abortion and
" police abuses ,:.' preventive detention , sodomy laws,
and flag laws , jus t to name a few. The ACLU also
I
f. participated in cases involved with last " spring 's
demonstrations in Washington,
I civil disobedience
¦ ''
¦
'
¦
'
¦
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Liberties
Unions have
and
state
Civil
national
The
I
programs
through
the radio
educational
I originated
, and
pamphlets
newspapers,
media,
I and television
most
recent
nationbulletins.
Two
I regular ACLU
wide efforts have been^concerned with, surveillancearmy spying, federal espionage, police dossiers,
wiretapping, licensing, infiltration - and an effort
to prohibit extension of the draft. Since it was eviden
that Congress was of a mind to pass some extension
of the draft law , the ACLU was working for a oneyear extension , which would have caused the issue
I to be raised again shortly before the 1972 election.
>
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|the clothes reported stolen. It would also be good
I to have the serial numbers of any large item like a
I television or stereo for eventual positive identification
Especially before vacations , watch out. There is a
^
I lot of moving on campus and some of this moving
i might not be legitimate. In the past, the number of
thefts have always been greater immediately before
|
•
'hi vacations.
I Essentially, the problem on campus has been caused
I by two factors. One, students are not locking their
I rooms and two, the majority of students will not
I challenge any new faces (which could well be those
I of thieves) seen in the dorms or in the lounges. It
I is misleading to think that life atop Mayflower Hill
I is isolated. Our dorms are wide open and any person
I who even remotely resembles a student can come in
I unchallenged and lift items from unlocked rooms , or
I from the laundry, or take your unlocked bicycle. The
i Deans have received no reports of cases where items
|
have been stolen* from locked rooms or reports of
|cases of breaking and entering.
Well, you may ask what can be done to combat the
I
j situation ? Should Colby lock its dorms at night, thus
: causing an inconvenience to its students? The Deans,
and I imagine most of you, do not think that is the
answer. Guards could be hired to check all persons
entering dorms, but this too would have to be rejected because of the cost factor. Perhaps the only
solution, which in fact may only retard the number
; of thefts , is to become actively concerned over the
i protection of your own belongings by locking your
\ door and challenging intruders.
I*
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Pacy '27
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1 of focus. Just looking at the expressions on all the
j| different faces in the group of slides on the diversity
I of human types gave me an idea of their temperaments
and thus of the temperaments of the various peoples
|
of
India. Among the slides on art and architecture
I
was an amazing sequence on a traditional dance meant •
|
|
to represent the devotion and love of finite man for the
infinite.
During this sequence, Mr. Naravane mentH
tioned
in
passing that traditional Indian dance includes
|
eighty-four finger movements and thirty-six expres|
;|sions of the eyes; it struck me that this contrasts inicrediblywith anything in western cultural tradition
that I know of. The lecture ended with a few slides
I
showing
| views of the Taj Mahal which most tourists
never see. Professor Naravane must, I think, love
|
;|.this building, for It was here that his commentary on
the slides was the most vivid of the evening.
|
I My feelings about the lecture are admittedly subjective. But it seems to me that the slides demon|
I strated that Professor Naravane 's opening remarks
were true; a proper unders tanding of both the idea
I
I of continuity within change and the concept of Maya
|
Is essential to understanding India. I also felt after
leaving
the lecture that these concepts might be of
I
use
to
us
in the West, where change without continI
I uity is rampant , and material is revered as God.
or visiting trustees to lunch on campus in order to
discuss business, A discretionary fund would eliminate the necessity of repeatedly asking Stu-G for
allocations of small sums of money for such , occasions
Hogan and Pres, Strider were in Washington last
weekend to attend a convention of the American Association of Student Governments. They met with o
other college presidents and student government
officers as well as several cabinet members, senators and othe .r government officials. .
Hogon was pleased with the outoome of the weekend and said he came back with several fresh ideas
which he hoped to put into effecTduring tho course of
the year. Charlie will be glad to answer any questions
about last week' s convention. So if you 're wondering,
ask.
If anyone is wondering about the format of this
column , let me state here and now that there isn't
any to speak of, I plan to present what I consider to
be the important items discussed at each week' s
meeting, and in doing so, I am being selec tive. I
plan to comment where I think comment is called for
and I take full responsibility for any opinions expressed in this column. The minutes of each meeting are
posted every week In the main lobby of the library.
They are also available at each Stu-G meeting.

E X C A V A T I ON
DI.G. .?

The routine traffic noise heard in the Johnson Pond
area has been multiplied in the past week by excavation
activity that marks the beginning of landscaping efforts
on the Colby campus, The George Whalon Memorial1
Grove and the Johnson Pond plan are the first of
several projects to be constructed.
This interest in landscaping is the result of recommendations by tlie Campus Natural Environment
Committee, chaired by Professor Parker Johnson ,
The committee was particularly concerned with the
barrenness of the campus and suggested landscaping
around individual buildings and a much-needed program of planting. Attention was directed to Johnson
Pond, in particular , due to problems with the willow
tre es , dumping, water conditions, and appearance.
Emphasis of the plan as a whole was placed upon
unifying the campus and hindering the construction
of segregated conglomerates of buildings ,
George Whalon , the lat e Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds , shared this idea, an d ass isted
Miss Carol Johnson, a landscpae archi tect , in developing the new dormitory complex built in 1967.
Miss Johnson was commissioned last year on a long

term basis to landscape the campus. After Mr. Whalon 's death last September , and the establishment
of a memorial fund , it was decided to use this fund
f or a George Wh alon Memor ial Grove , which Miss
Johnson incorporated into the total plan for the pond.
The projected changes for the area include grading
of slopes to permit a better view, relocation of bands,
reshaping of grange, creation of vistas , excavat ion
of a swale (a small pond) and seeded and planted areas
The Whalon Grove will consist of approximately forty
beech trees on both sides of the road between -the
pond and East and West dorms. Various kind 's of trees
will be planted on the opposlte bank. The mass effect
^
of the grove was preferred to scattered
plantings,
and would also provide more privacy and buffer the
noise of the highway.
Presently, the grading and clearing of tlie area
is being done, so that by spring planting can be aooonv
plishod. One of the most enthusiastic proposal s of the
CNEC was for students to asslst in the plaiting, This "
spirit and concern for natural beauty on campus;expressed in a perpetual memorial seom a fitting'tr ibuto to a man so intensely i ntereste d in th e Colby
campus ,
\
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Oct. 9- 7:30 p.m. - Film Direction - KANAL
(Wajda) - Lovejoy Auditorium
Oct. 11 - 4:30 p.m. - Meeting for all students
interested in Jr. Yr. In Caen - Lovejoy 215
6:30 p.m. - Meeting - Student Gov't - Roberts Union
7:00 P.M. - Rehearsal - Orchestra - Bixler
Center
Oct. 12 - 4:00 p.m. - Meeting all music majors
and staff - Smith Lounge.
4:30 p.m. - Meeting - language majors for
election of representatives for language
group to go to departmental meetings Lovej oy 215
6:30 - 8:00 p.m. - Women's swimming
proficiency tests - Fieldhouse Pool
Oct. 13-6:30 p.m. - Rehearsal - Band - Bixler
Center
Oct. 14- 6:30 p.m. - Committee Meeting Environmental Council-Life Science 102
8:00 p.m. - Dana-Bixler Program - John
Roderick, veteran reporter on Chinese
affairs for the Assoc. Press.- "China
Revisted" - All are welcome - Mr. Roderick has been overseas for the Associated Press for 26 years, first in China, then
in the Middle East and Europe, and then
finally back in Asia where he is now
based in Tokyo. He began his foreign
career in Chungking, China in 1945,
then soon moved to the Chinese Communist cave capital of Yenan where for
six months he met, interviewed and got
to know Mao Tse-Tung, Chou En-Lai
and the other men and women who
now rule the Peoples Republic. In
A pril, 1971, Roderick accompanied the
U.S. Table Tennis team to Peking,
Shanghai and Canton in the now-celebrated breakthrough in Sino-American relations. He is currently engaged in writing a book on China, has just completed an hour-long documentary on
the subject for AP and expects to cover Richard Nixon 's trip to Peking. A
graduate of Colby College and a native
of Waterville, he was honored by the
college in 1966 with an honorary degree for his China expertise. - Given
Auditorium
Oct. 15 - 7:30 p.m. - Fun Productions Films
Phantom of the Opera and All the King's
Men (admission will be charged) - Lovejoy Auditoriu m
8:00 p.m. - Colby Music Series Concert Saar Chamber Orchestra - Given Aud.

Mr. and Mrs. Joh Marin, Jr. and Family
have made a contribution to the Colby College art collection, which is now in the Bixler
Art Gallery. This permanent collection consists of paintings, watercolors, etchings and
sketches done by John Marin. In talking with
Mr. Hugh Gorely, curator of the college's
museum, it was mentioned .that the acquisitions will be stored in the new addition to the
Bixler Center, to be started soon. Mr. Gorely
stated that he does not know the exact amounf of paintings to be acquired but he
said that it will be a very good collection.
When asked why he thought the Marin
family had given these works to the College,
Mr. Gorely replied: "The Marin family admires Colby College , its faculty and governing body , and its student body. They also
feel that the school is centrally located and
is easily ac'cesible from all points in the state
of Maine. The Marins feel that John Marin
did his best work while he was in Maine.
Right now there is a display , which opened last Friday, of some of John Marin's work
It will be at the Bixler Art Center until
November 13.
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The "Pequod is now accepting submissions in both art and literature , i.e. sketches,
photographs , woodcuts, poetry, short stories
essays, etc.
Submissions may be given to:
Bill Earnshaw
126 Woodman
Patrick Duddy
104 Johnson
Miss Matthews
Bixler
Those who expressed an interest in working
on the Pequod will be notified concerning
the first meeting.

«
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. Special Awards and Regional Citations to
Individuals and groups for specific contributions to the theater will be presented at the
New England Theatre Conference's 20th
annual Convention to be held October 15 to
17 at Northeastern University in Boston.
Other awards to be presented at the Convention include the Conference's annual "Moss
Hart Memorial Award for Plays of the Free
World" to a New England theatre group for
he preduction of a play which stresses positive values of courage, faith and understanding; and the "John Gassner Memorial Playwriting Award" for original one-act plays.
This is a aational contest for playwrights,
and over 300 manuscripts were entered this
year. There will be open rehearsals, workshops, dem on str ation s, seminars and exhibits
Additional information may be obtained
from Jerold Phillips of Northeastern University 's drama Department, who is in charge of
local arrangements.

Any WOMEN interested in playing on
these varsity teams; meet at Runnals Union
Bowling - Thurs. 3:20 see Mis. Either
Archery - Mon. 3:00 see Mrs. Hodgen
Volleyball - see Mrs. Hodgen

FRENCH JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF CAEN
The Department of Modern Languages
announces that Colby will hold its third
FRENCH JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD at
the University of Caen (Normandy) during
the academic year 1972-73. This program is
open to majors and non-majors alike who
satisfy the following minimum requirements
Fren ch 125 , 126 or 123, 124 or the equivelent. Qualified members of the current Freshman class may be considered for acceptance.
A general informational meeting for all inter
ested students will be held Monday, Oct. 11
at 4:30 p.m. in Lovejoy 215. Application
forms will then be made available , with a
deadline set for February 15, 1972. For additional information , students are urged to
contact Professor Guy T. Filosof , Lovej oy
332.

Winners of Stu-G Elections
Board of Trustees
Charles Hogan
Sue Yovic
Foss
Martha Bernard
Lynn Neikirk
Woodman
Pat Lynch
Peter Amato

KANSAS CITY , Mo. - Deadline for entering
th e $1 ,600 Kansas City Poetry Contests is
Feb. 1, 1972.
Top prize in the ninth annual event is the
Devins Award , $500 cash and publication of
a book-length poetry manuscript by the
University of Missouri Press.
Hallmark Honor Prizes of $ 100 each will
be awarded to six poets for individual poems.
Only full-time undergraduate college students
are eligible for the Hallmark prizes.
Kansas City Star-Awards of $100 each
will go to four poets.
Sharp Memorial Awards of $25 each will
go to four high school pupils from Missouri
or a bordering state.
. Poets with national reputations will jud ge
the contests.
Winners will be announced May 1, 1972
at the final program of the 1971-72 American Poets ' Series conducted by the Kansas
City Jewish Community Center.
For contest rules , send a stamped , selfaddressed business envelope to Poetry Contests Directors , P.O. Box 5313, Kansas City ,
Mo . 64131.

Robins
Hal Marden
Pepper
Yvan Dupuy
Chaplin
Al Blanker
Johnson
Larry Potter
Averill
Henry Goldman
Dana
Jackie Olivet
Pat Rachel
Carol Maclntyre
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SENIOR PORTRAITS
bob grant
101 robins

BERRY ' S STATIONERS
74 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE
M AINE
Qn The Concourse and Main Street
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GOOD PEOPLE
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Marnner
Jeff Hancock
Small
Ellen Kinney

TUTORING PROGRAM: 1971-7 2
Thsi year the college has instituted a
campus-wide tutoring program under the
direction of Mr. Rosenthal , Director of
Student Advising, and Stephen Rappaport ,
Student Assistant. Any student who finds
that he is in need of such a service should
contact either Mr. Rosenthal or Stephen
Rappap ort , arid a tutor will be assigned.
Remuneration for the tutor will be taken
care of by the college, in cases where a
student is on financial aid. It is hoped that
this new service will be used extensively this
year. ' - - ' ' ' ¦" '
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Champlin
Betsey Shirer

WINE , BEER , SANDWICHES
MONDAY TO SATURDAY'
11:00 a. m. - 1:00 a.m.

Taylor
Bonnie Nielson
Marv*' Low

Sue Hopely
i

i

i

¦

Coburn
Bill Rouhana
Roberts - Off Campus
David Swardlick

NORM

Pizza by Norm
Tel . 2-2400 ¦ ¦ ¦ j
- ', . , ' Sandwiches-Dagwoods
Free Delivery
Open 6 days
11 a. m. -midnite
Sun. & Holidays
4 p.m. -11 p. m.
Eat in or Take Out

THE CONCOURS E
BASEMENT BEAUTY
SA LON
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f
. 68118311 HOU SC
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Waterville , Maine
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X-COUNTRY
by Rich Levy

During the Coast Guard football game, Colby
met three New England schools in what turned
out to be a let down for most of the fans. The
team itself was not too unhappy, since they are
working toward a good showing in the state
meet and everything else is being considered
secondary , The final result was M. I. T. first
plac e, Bates second, Middlebu ry, third and
' . •¦ ' •;. . '.
Colby last.
Lew Paquin provided the excitement by turning in his best time yet, breaking his old school
record by 41. 5 seconds. In winning the individual competition Paquin ran a 4:29 first mile,
and a 4.49 overall per mile time. Sunday Lew
said, "Du ring the race I felt I was running
well , and I was not disappointed in the team ' s
performance because everyone gave their best
efforts ". We were just outclassed. " Captain
Bob Hickey continued his string of steady performances , with a fine eighth place finish.
Freshman Eddie Masciol i was Colby 's third
place finisher , demonstrating that even with
little cross country running expreience, desire
and conditioning can produce good results.
Warren Foster , another freshman performed
well. Eddie Brennan showed shades of freshm an year by fini shing strongly after a year
and a half lay off from the cross country circuit
Sophomores Don Buckley, Brian MacQuarrie ,
Bill Clay, and junior Dave Bergs trom worked
hard and finished strong, desp ite the record
finish times.
Having been paced by Colby ' s Paquin , Joe
Mc Nulty from Middlebury turned in a fast 25:1?

by Mike Szostak
The Colby Mules have finally
arrived, Last Saturday they completely dominated the Tufts Jumbos by shuttin g them out 21-0.
Peter Gorniewicz , the freshman
bulldozer , powered his way
through, over, and around the
Tuft s defense for 167 yards in
42 carries. Brian Cone completed
7 passes in 11 attempts to keep
the Tufts defenders honest.
Cone scored what proved to
be the winning points early in
the first period. From the Tuft s
15 he faded to pass and was rushed hard. With no open receivers,
he had to scramble his way into
the right corner of the end zone.
Dave Lane kicked the point after ,
and the Mules had the lead for
good.
Gorniewicz scored the first of
his two touchdowns late in the
first quarter . The Mules began
this drive on the Tufts 48. Six
plays later Pete plowed up the
middle for fifteen yards and a
touchdown. The TD required an
almost superhuman effort as he
literally dragged a Tufts defender
the last eigh t yards. Lane converted to make the score 14-0.
In the second period the Mules
drove 80 yards in 17 plays. Gorniewicz climaxed the march by
bursting over his righ t tackle
from the Tufts 2 yard line. Lane
booted the extra point which resulted in the final score of 21-0,
Gorniewicz's impressive running was perhaps the biggest single factor in Colby 's first win of
the season , but as several players
and critical observers expressed
after the game, it was a tremendous team effort.
¦ The offensive line , which in
the past two weeks has been the
victim of severe criticism in these
pages, played an outstan ding

IO

for second place. He was followed by Greg
Myers (MIT) Gary Johnson (Middlebury) and .
Bate ' s John Emers on , who is Maine State
;
Champion indoors in the mile run. Unfortuna tely for Colby, the other schools sported
greater depth and they picked up top points all
the way down the line. Colby, with relatively
poor times, scored well only on their top
two finishers.
Colby 's team has had two meets since their
record breaking meet. In the time of 26:13
Lew Paquin again led the way, this time to a
24-35 victory over the University of Maine
Portland - Gorham. Second place went to Mark
Hewes of UMPG in 27:20, while third went to
Bob Hickey. The time was far off the record
time set the Saturday before.
Las t Saturd ay Wayne Fr ong ell o of Boston
State led his school to a 24 to 43 vic tory over
Colby. The University of Maine at Presque
Isle finished third with 72 points . The Colby
runners seemed to reflect the performance of
their standout performer Lew Paquin, as Lew
did not run a particularly good race. In spite
of good times, Paquin felt that the team had an
off day, and then when on has a bad day , the
rest seem to lose spirit, or just don 't run as
smoothly. Knowing that part of track competiti on is p sychol ogical , the competition of a race
can change drasticall y when a lead runner is
running off pace or drops out suddenly. Lets
hope that the cross country team can come
back strong, as they do have a lot of promise
fo r meet s to com e, especially in State Competition.

game . They opened holes in the
Tufts defense all afternoon, Luke
Kimball, Gary Fitts, Scott Hobden
John Krasnavage, Alex Wilson ,
and Ron Oullette deserve much
of the praise for Colby 's 215
yards gained on the ground.
Colby 's defense truned in a
five star performance . The line of
Graves, Landsvik , Maurice, and
Chapman Completely stuffed
Tufts' running game. Pete "Watson ,
the Jumbos workhorse, netted
only 20 yards in 11 carries. One
run was for five yards, his longest of the game, In the entire contest Tufts managed to pick up
85 yards running withthe ball.
The sweep which had hurt Colby
in the first two games of the year
was stopped this time due to the
improved lateral pursuit of the
Mule linemen .
Coach Dick McGee may also
have solved his problem in the
defensiv e secondary. In a strategic
move that worked , he shifted Joe
Mattos into the defensive secondary to utilize his speed. Coach McGee turned Bobby O'Neill loose
in the secondary , and these two
teamed with regulars Mike Miniutti and Bob Theberge to stop any
passing game that the Jumbos
might have hoped to start.
Peter Gard played his usual
hard nosed game at middle linebacker. He stopped up the middle
and also intercepted a pass. Cpcaptain Andy Campbell was another reason the Tufts running
game soured. He killed the sweep
and in the fourth quarter was all
over the field. In that final period he intercepted two passes to
thwart any chance of a sustained
drive by the Jumbos,
This victory will hopefully be
the shot in the arm Colby needs
to get rolling. The Mules knew
they had a job to do against Tufts ,
and they went out and did it.

Now all they have to do is maintain their momentum. Tomorrow
is an open date in the Colby schedule, so the Mules have a chance
to sit back and watch how their
future opponents fare.
Next week Colby is on the
road again at Trinity. Trinity
handed Bates its 16th consecutive
loss last week, but they managed
to defeat the Bobcats by only ten
points. Tomorrow Trinity tackles
R .P .I , so by the time the Mules
hit Hartford , Conn., it will be a
pivotal poin t in the season for
both teams.
QUICK KICKS
The staunch
Colby defense held Tufts to one
first down in the first half last w
week - five in the entire ball game
.... Pete Gorniewicz is not the
only rusher in the Colby backfield. Don Joseph carried 9 times
for 38 yards... Gorniewicz's longest run from scrimmage was 19
yards....Dave Lane caught five
passes for 70 yards... A note of
praise to the punting and kickoff teams...They allowed only 36
yards in 6 punt returns and 30
yard s in 3 kickoffs
Last week's
controversial "Want Ad" was not
intended as a personal insult to
any member of the Colby football
squad or its.coaching staff. It presented in a rather dramatic fashion a situation which obviously
existed at the time. The Tufts
game proved that Colby can stop
the pass, can open holes in the
opponent's defensive line , and
Can give Brian Cone the protection he deserves. When Colby
College or any other football
team plays a good game on the
field , it will receive the honors
and accolades it righteously deserves. But when Colby College
or any other football team plays
a poor game , it will receive the
criticism it deserves.
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Bob Diamond
and their line gave a very strong |
rush,
led by John Crabtree and |
IFL football got underway
Bob
Pike.
LCA remains the favor J
last week with no major upsets
ites in Division A.
|
being recorded. The strength of
In division B. preseason favor- f
two independent teams, Indies
ites TDP and DU rolled to open- J
No. 2 and Pepper , and the two
ing
game victories, Rich Fomiefe i
losses by ATO were only conran and passed Tau Delt over Zete |
tradictions to preseason predic37-6, aided by the receiving of I
tions.
Dudley
Townsley and Ned Car- jf
In Division A , Kevin Higgins'
ter.
On
defense
, Frank Bisignono Vl
Indies II won two very close
and
Scott
Ryverse
looked very |
games, both times grabbing an
early lead and counting on then- go od . DU crushed Zete in their
opener, 48-0, as QB Millan threw ;
defense to keep it. In beating
for
six TD passes. Things went a ATO 12-7, they scored twice in
little
tougher for DU in thenthe first half , one on a long scorsecond contest. Phi Delt jumped
ing pass from Higgins to Neil
off to a 6-0 lead but were plagued
Shadoff; a?n the defense picked
with interceptions for the rest
off four ATO passes, three by
of the half. DU scored three times \
Chris Prickett. Against Indies I,
for
a 18-6 lead , but Phi Delt came
they got off to a 14-6 lead on the
back,
and were behind only 18-12
strength of two Shadoff- to Woerner T.D. passes, but in the end with the ball on DU's 15 as the
were saved by a holding penalty, horn sounded. Phi Delt bounced
calling back what appeared to be back to Blitz Pi Lamb 33-16. It
would not have been that close
the tying score. Indies I looked
except for the strong arm of QB
good in this game, however, as
they did in their 18-12 overtime Greg Page. For Phi Delt, Steve
victory against KDR. KDR appear Higgins caught 10 passes, three
ed very weak in the line, although for Touch Downs and showed
"Quake Edgarton and Dana Fitts soem of the moves that made
did manage to make connections him an all-star last year. Higgins
on a few nice pass plays. ATO lost also picked off two passes on
defense . Blacking-back Mike
it's second game of the season ,
8-7, to Pepper , another sharp in- Harris also looked shart for Phi
Delt, catching two Touch Down
dependent team. Pepper moved
the ball well , counting mainly on passes and running a kickoff back
QB. ATO has given up only three all the way. DKE, in its only
game , looked strong in shutting
TD's all season , but have lost 2
out PLP 26-0:plp. with out Paige
games; until they can get soem
at
QB , weren't nearly as effectmobility in their offense they
ive
on offense. For DKE, Ed
can't hope to win many games.
Mahoney
and Steve Self connectLCA opened up against Woodman
with a 26-0 first half lead , then ed three times for touchdowns ,
and Mike Hart caught one bomb
coasted to a 33-6 victorv OB
Mike Lapenna looked extra-sharp- for a Touchdown.

MULE

James Perloff
Having been unduly demoted ,
I must bid farewell to dignified
j ournalism, and instead render my
talents to low (ugh) sports writing
The highlihgt of last week's
IFL frolics came when the Cleghorn (pronounced Klaigon) Tigers, sparked by Kevin Higgins,
clawed their way to a 14-6 decision over Indey I , a smashing sequel to their 12-8 rout of ATO. The
Tigers are 2-0-0. and , it is the
firm opinion of this expert , will
decidedly take the division title.
Incidentally, if they were dumped by KDR this week , I take that
back , and , as 1 was saying, Lambda Chi will decidedly

sank , he was deemed innocent.
The point is now raised that if he
sank , he would also drown . The
arbitrators figured , of course, that
being innocent he'd go to heaven ,
so it all worked out in the wash...
Administra tive objection s to profanity in this paper seem to emphasize its use when unnecessary
and of no literary justification . I
can 't see any (use your imagination for an adjective - I'm not
taking it on the chin for you fourletter word buffs this year) reason for that...My uncle is a parttime electrician. He makes switches
oh and off ... I can already hear the
groans. What's with you freshman?
By now you know that anything
on this campus is funny,,.. If you
It was a sunny day on Seaverns kept an eye on t he covers to those
Field. The drums rolled ominous21 screen mags last spring, you notly as the visiting team kicked off
iced that Bobby Sherman 's picture shrank to a little corner
and.... (Ha! Now for an inconwhile David Cassidy's kept getspicuous reversion to my old
ting bigger and bigger . Now David
jo urnalistic methods - the boys
is getting smaller and smaller and
at the editorial desk never read
past the first line). There was no
Donny Osmond is ju st about even
Homecoming Queen pageant this with him , Donny has an album
fall - which everyone will remout of his own , by the way - it's
ember I predicted - for the first
rumored that success has taken
time since anyone can rememhis head and he's dumping the
ber.Granted it's anticlimactic to rest of the group.... On the quality
Miss America (?) but no campus
side of music , watch for Wadselection ever got a better turnout.. worth Mansion 's upcoming single
In one niche of ancient justice , a "Desperate Dan " If you hitchcriminal suspect was tied up and
hiked around this summer (and
tossed in the drink, If ho floated , aro not a girl) you probably nothe was considered guilty; if he
iced newly widespread use of the

....

Con 't f r om p g. 10
old reluctant driver's gimmick:
pointing to the left or right to
indicate he's turning shortly, when
in fact he's continuing far in your
direction. But the ultimate putdown comes when the driver
points straight ahead : in effect

saying, "Yeah, buddy - I'm goinf
that way, but you're such a zero
I don't feel like picking you up!'
.... Don't forget, Rock, it's Winstons .... Note that I'm not using B
any inside material this year... fb
a neat tackle, and that was the S
fl
ball game. ,'
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MOODY BLUES — Every Good Boy
Deserves . Favour

B

4

SHAFT — Soundtrack/Isaac

1

5

PAUL & LINDA McCARTNEY — Ram
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11 JAMES TAYLOR — Mud Slide Slim & (he Blue
Horizon
12 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE — Bark
13 JESUS CHRIST, SUPERSTAR — Various Artists
14 JETHRO TULL — Aqualung
15 MARVIN GAVE — What' s Going On
16 DONNY OSMOND
17 LEE MICHAELS — 5th
18 TEN YEARS AFTER — A Space in Time
19 JOAN BAEZ — Blessed Are . . .
20 BARBRA JOAN STREISAND
21 KRIS KRIST0FFERSON — The Silver Tongued

89
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The Maine Civil Liberties Union is very young,
having been organized in 1969. Its recently elected
president is Cushrnan D. Anthony . The MCLU has
fifteen or twenty lawyers operating around the state
Last summer Neville Woodruff was hired as Executive Director and legal counsel for MCLU to travel
around Maine giving lectures elucidating the role of
the MCLU.
Professor David Bridgman of the History Department at Colby is a member of the Board of Directors
of the MCLU and gives several reasons for the public
misunderstanding of the ACLU and "civil liberties ".
For one , the ACLU "calls itself a union and unions
are not popular in the country. " The main problem ,
Professor Bridgman believes , is that it is "hard
for the public to understand the details of civil
liberties. " "Most people don 't think that their civil
liberties are impaired or in doubt. " However , thi s
belief changes when an individual is deprived of his
liberties . The ACLU ' s education programs are designed to alleviate this major block.
Another difficulty Professor Bridgman points to
is that most people don 't know what to do or where
to go when they have civil liberties problems. Many
people , because of the expense and legal hassle , are
"forfeiting their rights rather than hiring a lawyer. "
The ACLU and state affiliates generally offer free
services ; but because of the state of mind of the general publi c, the ACLU ' s work in surveillance , the
draft , Vietnam-related cases , and other controversial
subjects has received many negative responses. The
ACLU and its lawyers face severe obstacles not
only because of the tremendous costs of a drawnout
civil liberties trial , but from the court system which
subjects lawyers representing the poor , minorities ,
and the politically unpopular to unwarranted disciplinary proceedings.
It is quite evident , from the slightest look at the
state of the nation , that the services of the ACLU
are in drastic need. But because of inadequate membership and funds the ACLU and its affiliates have
had to limit Its activites . Membership, renewed
yearl y, is $5.00 for students , $10.00 - basic membership, $15. 00 - supporting member and Mr. /Mrsl
membership, and on up.
If you believe that the nation ' s legal system la
protecting your fullest needs and liberties , take
another look around.
And who will Dick replace Supreme Court Justices
Black and IIarlu m with ?
For further information and/or membership forms ,
please contact me: 872-7464.

1 ROD STEWAftT — Every Picture Tells
a Sto ry
2 CAROLE KING — Tapestry
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Beginning Monday, the Top 100 albums at New and Lower prices.
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WHO — Who 's Next
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7 CARPENTERS
8

i

BLACK SABBATH — Master
of Reality

9

Hayes

Devil & I

22 JAMES BROWN — Hot Pants
23 CHI-LITES — (For God' s Sake) Give More
Power to the People
24 JOHN DENVER — Poems , Prayers & Promises
25 JAMES GANG — Live in Concert
26 ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK — Another Time ,
Another Place
27 ARETHA FRANKLIN — Aretha Franklin Live at
Fillmore West
28 ROLLING STONES — Sticky Fingers
29 RARE EARTH — One World
30 CROSBY , STILLS , NASH & YOUNG — 4 Way
Street
31 CAT STEVENS — Tea for the Tillerman
32 BLACK SABBAT H — Paranoid
33 CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY
34 BEACH BOYS — Surf' s Up
35 DOORS — LA. Woman
36 BEE GEES — Trafalgar
37 IKE & TINA TURNER — What . You Hear Is What
You Get/Live at Carnegie Hall
38 CARPENTERS — Close to You
39 ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND — At Fillmore East
40 GUESS WHO — Best of
41 THREE DOG NIGHT — Golden Bisquits
42 EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER — Tarkus
43 ARETHA FRANKLIN — Aretha 's Greatest Hits
44 PARTRIDGE FAMILY — Up to Date
45 BILL WITHERS — Just As I Am
46 KRIS KRISTOFFERSON — Me & Bobby McGee
47 STEPHEN STILLS II
48 JONI MITCHELL — Blue
49 ISLE OF WIGHT / ATLANTA POP FESTIVAL —
Various Artists
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PARTRIDGE FAMILY — Sound
Magazine
10 JOHN LENNON — Imagine

|
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54 GRAHAM NASH — Songs for Beginners
55 GRASS ROOTS — 16 Greatest Hits
56 PAUL STOOKEY — Paul And
57 BLOOD , SWEAT & TEARS — B S & T 4
58 CHARLEY PRIDE — I'm Just Me
59 CHICAGO
60 SANTANA — Abraxas
61 TEMPTATIONS — The Sky 's the Limit
62 JACKSON 5 — Maybe Tomorrow
63 CURTIS MAYFIELD — Curlis Live
64 CHICAGO III
65 THE PARTRIDGE FAMILY ALBUM
66 GUESS WHO — So^ Long, Bannatyne
67 JAMES TAYLOR — Sweet Baby James
68 SOUNDTRACK — Fiddler on the Roof
69 JERRY REED — When You 're Hot , You 're Hot
70 ANDY WILLIAMS — You 've Got a Friend
71 BURT BACHARACH — Close to You/One Less
Bell to Answer
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72 POCO — From the Inside

GODSPELL — Original Cast
SLY & THE FAMILY STONE — Greatest Hits
RAIDERS — Indian Reservation
THE MOTHERS — Fillmore East—June 1971
FIRESIGN THEATER — I Think We're All Bozos
on This Bus
LEON RUSSELL & THE SHELTER PEOPLE
JEAN KNIGHT — Mr. Big Stuff
URIAH HEEP — Look At Yourself
BUDDY MILES — Live
ALICE COOPER — Love It to Death
BOBBY SHERMAN — Getting Together
THREE DOG NIGHT — Naturally
TRAFFIC , etc. — Welcome to the Canteen
ELTON JOHN — 11-17-70
SUMMER OF *42 — Soundtrack
NEIL YOUNG — After the Gold Rush
SANTANA
CHASE
JIMI HENDRIX — Cry of Love
JAMES GANG — Thirds
JANIS JOPLIN — Pearl
BUDDY MILES — Them Changes
GRAND FUNK RAILROAD — Live Album
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GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS — If I Were
Your Woman
ROD STEWART — Gasoline Alley
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OSMONDS — Homemade
DEEP PURPLE — Fireball
NEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE

98

STEPPENWOLF — For Ladies Only

99

FIFTH DIMENSION — Live

H

53

GRAND FUNK RAILROAD — Surviva l

100 LONDON HOWLIN' WOLF SESSIONS

97
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Dan ' s Travel
k*-

205

MAIN

B urea u
STREET

WATER VILLE , MAINE

04901

(In Post Office Square)

Agents for all Youth Tickets to U.S.
or Europe
Call for Details
PHONE 207 - 873-0755

MR. BIG is featuring \2tffl fS|^
Chicken in a Basket
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NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR SERVICES
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j! Having a 20th birthday ? The Publickan
y will supply the Cake ! Surprise a friend !
' Call Matt at ext. 573 for details .
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ANNOUNCEMENT
New England Music Co. of Portland
WE ARE NOW OPEN
at 145A Main St., Waterville
WE
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"Upperclassmen: bring your parent's
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down to see us. "

ARE MAINE'S LEADING HIGH FIDELITY
DEALER AND A RE REPS. FOR SUCH FINE
COMPONENT MANUFACTURER S AS:

• KLH
• Advent

• Mcintosh
9 Sansui

• Scott
• Shure

• Dual
• TDK

• AR , Inc.
• Wollensak

• BASF
• Thorens

• Dyna
• Sherwood

• Garrard
• Sony

• AKG

• TEAC

Your one stop shop for fabrics
and knitting needs .
We don 't have Luncheon Spec ials - we
have Special Luncheons - still 75£ $1. 25 Still from 11:30 to 2:00
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• Etc.
We will hove Indoor specials all week long end fer
the first week ONLY the following hours:
Monday through Friday 11 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Saturday 10 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.
For the best in sound , come In and see us.
145A Main St., Waterville — Tel. 872-5754
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Burlap- - All Colors
Ideal for your private room
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

Greyhound Lines call 872-5000
Stadium Express
Leaving Fri. Afternoon Runnals Union
1:40 arriv e Boston 5:40
Leaving Boston 6:00 p. m. arriving
Runnal s 9:55p. m.
'$10. 35 one-way
$19. 70 round trip
Please buy tickets in advanced
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FRYE BOOTS
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,$33.00

(Around the corner from
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La Verdiere ' s)
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